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fastText Quick Start Guide: Get started with Facebook's library for text representation and classificationPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Perform efficient fast text representation and classification with Facebook's fastText library

	
		Key Features

		
			Introduction to Facebook's fastText library for NLP
	
			Perform efficient word representations, sentence classification, vector representation
	...
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Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering: Select Proceedings of ICETME 2018 (Lecture Notes in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		This book comprises select proceedings of the International Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering (ICETME 2018). The book covers various topics of mechanical engineering like computational fluid dynamics, heat transfer, machine dynamics, tribology, and composite materials. In addition, relevant studies in the allied...
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Python Data Analytics: With Pandas, NumPy, and MatplotlibApress, 2018

	Explore the latest Python tools and techniques to help you tackle the world of data acquisition and analysis. You'll review scientific computing with NumPy, visualization with matplotlib, and machine learning with scikit-learn. 

	

	This revision is fully updated with new content on social media data analysis, image...
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Deep Reinforcement Learning Hands-On: Apply modern RL methods, with deep Q-networks, value iteration, policy gradients, TRPO, AlphaGo Zero and morePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This practical guide will teach you how deep learning (DL) can be used to solve complex real-world problems.

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore deep reinforcement learning (RL), from the first principles to the latest algorithms
	
			Evaluate high-profile RL methods, including value...
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Deep Learning with Python: Learn Best Practices of Deep Learning Models with PyTorchApress, 2021

	Master the practical aspects of implementing deep learning solutions with PyTorch, using a hands-on approach to understanding both theory and practice. This updated edition will prepare you for applying deep learning to real world problems with a sound theoretical foundation and practical know-how with PyTorch, a platform developed by...
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Object ThinkingMicrosoft Press, 2004
In Object Thinking, esteemed object technologist David West contends  that the mindset makes the programmer—not the tools and techniques. Delving into  the history, philosophy, and even politics of object-oriented programming. West  reveals how the best programmers rely on analysis and conceptualization—on...
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Apple Pro Training Series : Final Cut Pro 5Peachpit Press, 2005
The scalability, performance and Emmy Award-winning workflow of  Final Cut Pro 5 make it the first choice of professional editors  everywhere. For those clamoring to get in on the action, this  best-selling volume uses a series of class-length lessons designed  to provide a strong foundation in all aspects of the digital video  editing powerhouse....
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Scrapbooking with Photoshop Elements: The Creative Cropping CookbookSybex, 2004
Today's advancements in digital technology are transforming the traditional     art of scrapbooking. With a computer, digital camera, scanner, ink-jet printer,     and Photoshop Elements—Adobe's popular digital imaging software for home     users—you have all the ingredients you need to create a truly astounding     and unforgettable...
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JavaScript(TM) PhrasebookSams Publishing, 2006
Developers are hungry for a concise, easy-to-use reference that puts essential code "phrases" at their fingertips. JavaScript, and the related AJAX, is hot and there is little to no information on how to use JavaScript to develop AJAX-based applications. While there are many JavaScript books on the market, most of them are dated and few...
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Professional Java, JDK 5 EditionWrox Press, 2005
Java continues to be the dominant language for building server applications, and the latest update to the Java platform—JDK 5—boasts many new features, including a metadata facility, generics, autoboxing, and improved user interface performance. Building upon Ivor Horton's Beginning Java, this book provides insight into these...
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The Art of Error Correcting CodingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Building on the success of the first edition, which offered a practical introductory approach to the techniques of error concealment, this book, now fully revised and updated, provides a comprehensive treatment of the subject and includes a wealth of additional features. The Art of Error Correcting Coding, Second Edition explores...
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Bioinformatics Biocomputing and Perl: An Introduction to Bioinformatics Computing Skills and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Bioinformatics, Biocomputing and Perl presents an extended tutorial introduction to programming through Perl, the premier programming technology of the bioinformatics community. Even though no previous programming experience is assumed, completing the tutorial equips the reader with the ability to produce powerful custom...
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